The Art of Commoning
November 6 - 8, 2014, Montréal

Hosting for the commons
What shifts when we avail ourselves of the wisdom, intelligence, and consciousness of the commons to engage with our world?

What becomes possible when we harness our collaborative capacity in service of the commons?
Program

Thursday, November 6th - 9 to 5 pm
Sensemaking around the commons and the art of commoning
Interactive activities

Friday, November 7th - 9 to 5 pm
Sharing our commoning projects, practicing Art of Hosting methodologies
Interactive activities

Saturday, November 8th - 10 to 5 pm
Contributing to the commons – supporting participant-driven activities
Day of action (invite your friends and families)

Saturday, November 8th - 6:30 pm
Closing and celebration

For whom?

Everyone and anyone (professionals, educators, citizens, entrepreneurs, students) curious about the commons and eager to practice the art of commoning – no matter your level of experience, or areas of interest and activity.

Venue

Space for Life
Planétarium de Montréal

Registration and contribution

Limited places available
Registration starts October 1st
Register and pay online
www.aohmontreal.org

You are also invited to practice commoning by contributing to the comfort, success, and documentation of the event.

We all carry an understanding of the importance of commons, whether through the collaborative economy, supporting open culture, technology and knowledge sharing, protecting biodiversity and our natural resources, maintaining the infrastructures that benefit the public as a whole, or as an engaged citizen.

Being a “commoner” is using our capacity to engage with others in actions whose impact, perennity and sustainability surpass what we can accomplish on our own.

www.aohmontreal.org
#aohtmtl
These three days are an opportunity to anchor and deepen our practice and our work and contribute to a global movement of the commons.

This is an experiment in commoning and in holding an event as a commons in and of itself.

**Guests**

David Bollier  
USA, author of *Think like a commoner*

Silke Helfrich  
Germany, author and independent activist of the commons

**Local team, commoners and Art of Hosting practitioners**

Alain Ambrosi  
Alice Mayeux  
Andrea Cohen  
Cedric Jamet  
Elizabeth Hunt  
Ezra Bridgman  
Guillaume Coulombe  
Juan Carlos Londono  
Lisa Gravel  
Myriam Chautard  
Raquel Peñalosa  
Roch Landry  
Samantha Slade  
Yves Otis

[www.aohmontreal.org](http://www.aohmontreal.org)  
#aohmtl  
[www.facebook.com/aohmontreal](http://www.facebook.com/aohmontreal)